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Introduction

C

aesar deserves to be compared with Alexander the Great. No
one before or since comes close. Command, conquest, and a
lasting legacy set them apart from the likes of mere strivers like
Napoleon or Hitler. And the war in Gaul was the making of Caesar.
Have I said that right? Isn’t that what you would expect a translator of Caesar to say? It’s all entirely true and many have said as much
before. But saying just that makes you admire him without understanding him, makes you complicit in his ill-doing as well. This
translation of his account of the war in Gaul will try to restore your
objectivity and freedom of judgment. Make of him what you will.

****
Cormac McCarthy should be the one to write the story of Caesar in
Gaul. As insensitive and brutal as McCarthy’s Americans afoot in a
land of native and Spanish peoples they wrongly took for uncivilized, Caesar’s armies had little excuse for what they did and they
preferred not to remember it once done. But Caesar told their story
coolly. Though people die in droves, horribly, on these pages, the
Latin word for “blood” appears only twice, near the end.
The facts of the story must be made clear. A general with something to prove, a career to make, and plunder to be harvested for financial gain was handed an army and a province and a guarantee he
would have both for long enough to make serious mischief. He
spent nine years battering his way through his province and the rich
and promising lands beyond, bullying allies and brutalizing the resistant. By the time he was through, the lands and peoples that
obeyed his commands—and those of his successors for another half
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millennium—had been vastly increased, and he was poised to make
himself master of the world, or at least the world that stretched from
the English Channel to Damascus.
He had no business doing any of this. His colleagues admired his
chutzpah, knowing that he went far beyond every reasonable moral
or legal boundary. His excesses were possible because he was in
competition with two other monsters, one of whom fell in battle at
the opposite end of the world while Caesar was in Gaul, the other of
whom let Caesar go too long, then fought him, then fled, and ended
up hacked to death by the minions of a king who thought it prudent
to curry favor with Caesar.
But the book Caesar wrote is magnificent: amoral, certainly, but
clear, vivid, and dramatic, a thing to be remembered and read for
the ages. Books about war often make us sympathize with the
wretchedness of the victims. This one forces us to be Romans of the
kind its author wanted to be. We read it nervously, cheering for a
bullfight we didn’t want to attend and don’t approve of, admiring the
grace of the awesome minuet that floods the sand with blood. There
is no denying that this is a great work of literature, one of the greatest, and at the same time, there should be no denying that it is a bad
man’s book about his own bad deeds. I think it is the best bad man’s
book ever written.
But many will resist my saying the plain fact. Because his carven
prose depends on a deliberately restrained vocabulary and a terse,
correct style, the book has been thought suitable for schoolboys for
many generations, until about the time Latin schoolmasters discovered finally that women can read too. Now the book is in disfavor,
for the wrong reasons: because it is about war, and because it is too
easy. But we all need to read books about war if we are to avoid dying
in one, and this book is anything but easy.
The best reasons for not teaching this book to the young are that
it gets war exactly right and morals exactly wrong, and that it
achieves a crystalline purity of style that looks easy from every angle
but proves to be sternly difficult and demanding when faced flat on.
This is a book for the middle-aged and sober, for those who know
that the world is not run according to their tastes and never will be,
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for those who listen best to the author who has truly mastered his
language, whatever he has to say—and who think that such an author must indeed have something important to say and hear.
The book pretends to be a set of notebooks, commentarii, the sort
of official memos generals sent home to inform their masters of
their deeds, the sort historians could come along and use to construct genial and politically agreeable accounts of great events. The
style is meant to look simple and to seduce. When we read it, we are
meant to think we are getting the plain facts, direct and unvarnished. The old maxim is ars est celare artem—“never let ’em see you
sweat” captures the sense of that shopworn Latin phrase. Nobody
ever saw Caesar sweat.
Translators of Caesar have always been helpful—much too helpful. Surely, they think, the reader just wants to know what really
happened. Caesar would be pleased to think that’s what we think
he’s offering. The effect of this connivance with the general is not
only to be found in the maps and diagrams and illustrations that go
with the best translations but in the expansiveness and preemptively
explanatory construction of every sentence. The translations I’ve
looked at in English generally add almost as many words again as
Caesar needed in the original, so that he becomes downright chatty
and helpful. No. This book is fiercely austere, for brave and attentive
readers, ready to march twenty-five miles a day under full pack and
be ready for more tomorrow.

Gaul
Caesar has us imagine that he has invaded a land of Wild West instability and aggressiveness and tamed it for civilization. No.
Where and what was Gaul? The province Caesar was formally
assigned included the Roman territories of Illyricum (the east coast
of the Adriatic), Cisalpine Gaul (what is now Italy north of the Apennines and south of the Alps, running from Turin to Venice), and the
old Roman “province,” both what is now called Provence and the
strip of further Roman territory along the Mediterranean coast linking to Spain. The Roman proconsul normally sat at Modena, halfway
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between Rimini and Piacenza along the “Emilian Way” (the marching road already plotted out by the Romans in 187 BCE). Caesar
would grant citizenship to Cisalpine Gaul’s residents in 49, and Octavian would formally dissolve that province and fold all Italy into a
single jurisdiction in 42.
That province of Transalpine Gaul was what the Romans had
claimed after the Punic Wars, to secure the coast and a path to Spain.
The modern cities of Aix-en-Provence and Narbonne descend from
settlements designed to secure the eastern and western segments of
their holdings. Strictly speaking, Cisalpine Gaul and that province
were the Gaul Caesar was assigned to govern and protect.
But the Gaul of Caesar’s book is all the Gaul Rome didn’t rule
when he arrived, Real Gaul for us is approximately modern France,
bounded by Alps, Rhine, Atlantic, Pyrenees, and Mediterranean.
Caesar created that Gaul, most notably in his pithy opening sentence about “all Gaul” and “three parts.” What he says there is, like
much in this book, moderately true and entirely self-serving. Gaul
for him was what he wanted it to be.
The leading nations among the Gauls were the Sequani,
Haedui, Arverni, and Bituriges. They were all to be found in central Gaul. Aquitaine and Brittany were home to smaller, poorer
peoples. Between the Seine and the Loire was the hotbed of a certain Gallic spirit, among the Carnutes and Senones. Modern Chartres was the site of the annual festival of Gallic religious observation, led by the druids who fascinated Caesar. It was there that
Vercingetorix, himself from the Auvergne, found resonance for his
call to arms in 52 BCE.
Well on in the commentaries (at 6.12), Caesar tells a story of old
rivalry between the Haedui and the Sequani in which the Haedui
had been worsted and subjected to their neighbors. But at the very
beginning (see 1.31) he names both the Haedui and the Sequani as
the leading peoples of the Gaul. In fact, readers should pay particular attention to the Haedui throughout, just as readers of Thucydides
should always keep an eye on the Corinthians. They were almost
always loyal to Rome and Caesar, but they were adept at playing
Caesar and Rome to their own ends. Watch as you read how often
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they are the ones to alert Caesar to a supposed threat and how often
Caesar’s actions wind up confirming the Haedui in their place of
power and prestige, both among Gauls and with Romans. They
loom very large in the years 58–57, disappear from the narrative in
56 and 55, then return to view when Vercingetorix does, in the first
pages of the seventh commentary on the year 52. Might not a Haeduan aristocrat after Vercingetorix’s fall be pleased with a Gaul that
had been reshaped for Haeduan benefit by the great general?
And beyond Gaul lay Germany. Gaul was Caesar’s to conquer,
Germany was the other threatening world that lay beyond. His Germany (colorfully described in his sixth commentary) is as much a
place of his imagination as his Gaul is.1 Great rivers bind people together more than they separate them and it’s clear that people
moved back and forth across the Rhine with ease. But the river
made a convenient tactical boundary for Caesar, so that’s where he
divides his worlds. (He came to rely on “German” troops to support
his own.)
In the heartland, a Gallic nation was a tiny community of oligarchs, big men with land and influence, lording it over a population limited in means and cultural capacity. The Gallic nations were
smaller, less urbanized, less literate, less monetized, and therefore
less imperial and less able to trade to their advantage than Rome
was, but in many other ways very similar to Rome.
The peoples of the Roman province, stretched along the Mediterranean coast from the Alps to the Pyrenees, were far further advanced as measured by Rome. Nonetheless, it would be fully a century from the end of Caesar’s time in Gaul before the emperor
Claudius made his famous speech in 48 CE to extend the possibility of membership in the Senate to citizens from the three Gauls.
Till then, Roman presence in Gaul was a Roman army facing in
1
The first paragraph of Caesar’s first commentary contains the first Roman mention of “Germans.” The polymath Greek geographer Posidonius, who died at a great
age at about this time, is the other earliest writer to mention a people by that name.
Cicero picks up the word in his oration toadying to Caesar on consular provincial
assignments in 56. The Germans qualify as what we now call an “imagined community” after Benedict Anderson’s work.
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two directions, keeping out Germans and policing mostly complacent Gauls.
We get a snapshot of Gaul just before Caesar in the career of
Marcus Fonteius, proconsul in the 70s. He worked in the shadow of
Pompey, who was fighting rebels in Spain and drawing on Gaul as
a source of supplies. Fonteius laid heavy taxes on the Gauls, which
they paid by borrowing money from Romans, landing heavily in
debt to Roman loan sharks. Fonteius was also accused of taking a
cut himself. Cicero in a speech defending Fonteius against well-
founded accusations of corruption speaks of Gaul (by which he
means the province) as chock-full of Roman citizens and Roman
businessmen.
The Transalpine province was an afterthought added to Caesar’s
responsibilities when he had already been assigned Illyricum and
Cisalpine Gaul. The natural expectation would have been that he
might have to police the Sequani just outside the province’s boundaries. The planned migration of the Helvetians at the beginning of
his time in Gaul was a godsend to Caesar, offering the pretext for a
wider war.
From out of the past, the Cimbri and the Teutones played a helpful role as bogey men, looming in the minds of senators at Rome,
readily invoked by Caesar to justify his bold actions. Their rampage
through Gaul and into Italy, lasting from 113–101 BCE, had been the
crowning success of the general and consul Marius and the making
of his younger rival Sulla. Rome successfully defended itself against
an enemy of uncertain scale and ambitions; Marius and Sulla created the autocratic national security state that Caesar would finally
command alone. The “new model army” that Marius created was
larger (and capable of being made larger still), more professional,
and more loyal to its generalissimo than the armies of old.
The Roman story of that war did not emphasize how much Rome
had earned hostility by its own actions in southern Gaul leading to
the establishment of the province. The bloody scale of the ultimate
victory and the destruction of the Cimbri and Teutones as peoples
were certain to have both terrified and enraged the Gauls who
observed it. The culminating battle of Vercelli (between Turin and
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Milan) in 101 ended with Sulla victorious and reports of 140,000
enemy killed and another 60,000 captives destined for slavery
at best.
Caesar’s own creation of “Gaul” was a long-, long-lasting achievement. His Gaul is roughly today’s France, his Germania roughly
today’s Germany. Like Menachem Begin, he created facts, facts we
still deal with.

War
War is a mad, unnatural thing. Killing is hard work and dangerous;
the life surrounding the few days of actual battle is arduous. Romans feared “barbarians”—but what did the barbarians think of
Romans? “Watch out, watch out, the civilized people are coming,
and you know how appalling they can be!” Reading Caesar is good
for us if we are appalled and slightly stunned by the spectacle and by
the way we are expected to take the spectacle in stride, as though it’s
the sort of thing good, smart people engage in, the sort of thing
that’s morally and culturally superior to mere barbarism.
But what actually happens in warfare? A war is outwardly a collection of battles, but the battles are not where the real action is. A
real victory doesn’t take place on the day of the battle, but the next
day or the next week. The victory is won when the defeated commander decides not to risk another battle. He may be short on manpower or food, or perhaps he is not confident that his men will have
the will to respond well if he commands them. Or is it won when a
community decides not to muster forces and fight but to pay protection money instead and settle for subservience?
Caesar did not overwhelm Gaul. He was at a significant numerical
disadvantage in facing his opponents. At his maximum strength, he
had perhaps 60,000 men in arms with him, to fight up and down a
country of populous and prosperous communities extending some
500 × 300 miles. Even if he could fight successfully, he could never
garrison every town and every river crossing adequately to defeat all
comers—unless he broke their spirit, unless he made their commanders see that resistance was futile. Yet by the time he left he was
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sure that he had pacified all of his Gaul, and in an important way
he had.2
In the first weeks of 49 BCE, Caesar left Gaul to pursue his glory
back in Italy and moved on to the civil wars he would fight in Greece,
in Egypt, in Africa, and in Spain. He would return to Gaul himself
only briefly in 49, to see to the subjugation of rebelling Marseilles,
part of Rome’s settled domains for decades. But the huge, fractious,
unhappy new territories that he bludgeoned into submission from
58 to 50—all throughout the civil war, none rebelled. They were
beaten, and stayed beaten. They had been persuaded that Rome
could and would muster the troops to face any uprising and that
when successful Rome would be pitiless. The atrocities of war that
we will review in these years were strategically vital to Rome’s success. They showed the Gauls that a civilized people would stop at
nothing to secure their conquest of the barbarians. The conquest
remained secure for four hundred years at least, about the length of
time separating us from Shakespeare’s last plays and the settlement
of Jamestown in Virginia. War is good for some things.
And war is good for generals in particular. Among the many important things Caesar doesn’t talk about in his commentaries is the
astonishing wealth that bled from Gaul into his own pockets during
these few years. Any attempt to quantify the riches Caesar garnered
will fail, but Cicero’s estimate of what the next governor of Gaul
might expect after Caesar’s death was pecunia infinita—money beyond measure. Plutarch said that Caesar sacked 800 towns in Gaul;
one of his modern students can only count eight mentioned in these
pages. His bag men had to be busy travelers.
Even if 800 exaggerates, Caesar was busy in ways he does not tell
us. Already by 54, he was using the proceeds of conquest to begin
work on what would become his grand forum in Rome, with his
friends Oppius and (for that moment) Cicero leading the development work, buying up land at very high prices. It remained a prior2
Well, he says repeatedly that he’s done it. De bello Gallico 2.1 (early 57), 3.7 (early
56), 6.5 (early 53), 7.1 (early 52, just before all hell broke loose) and (Hirtius saying it
for him) 8.24 and 8.46 (end of 51).
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ity and preoccupation for the rest of Caesar’s life. The dedication in
46 BCE of the temple in that forum of Venus Genetrix embedded
Caesar’s ancestry legend in the cityscape on a grand scale, as good a
moment as any to select as the beginning of the serial dynasties of
Caesars that would last many centuries. There were friends to be
rewarded as well, potential friends to be bribed, enemies to be
bought off, troops to be rewarded and equipped. There was no end
to the money to be spent. War is good for some things.
What did Caesar leave behind in Gaul when he went off to his
great war with Pompey and the Senate? We should first not ignore
the small colony of ex-soldiers settled at Nyon on Lake Geneva a few
miles above Geneva itself—a watchpost to keep an eye on Helvetians and Germans, but also the nose of the camel of military settlements that would soon enough be a primary vehicle of the Romanization of Gaul under Caesar’s successors.
Caesar’s successor was intended to be Lucius Domitius Ahenobarbus, from a powerful family with longstanding ties (probably including economic ties) with Gaul—not a bad choice, but fiercely opposed to Caesar. (His great-great grandson would be the emperor
Nero.) On his march south into central Italy, Caesar confronted and
captured Ahenobarbus at Corfinium, in the mountains east of
Rome, where he was on his way toward Gaul. Caesar grandly released his prisoner; Ahenobarbus fought against him again at Marseilles a few months later and died on the battle field of Pharsalus,
brave, resourceful, and unlucky.
After Ahenobarbus was out of the picture and until his own
death, Caesar named all the successors we know of. During that
period, a rebellion among the Bellovaci had to be squashed in 47–46,
but had little consequence. In 39, we see Octavian’s closest colleague, Agrippa, serving as proconsul and campaigning in both
Aquitaine and the Rhineland, but we know of no other governors
over the area in the troubled time before the battle of Actium resolved Rome’s wars in favor of Octavian in 31 BCE. In his turn, Octavian regularized organization of the provinces on more settled
lines with only occasional small outbursts of resentment. Perhaps
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the only substantial concern after Octavian’s death was an uprising
Tiberius faced in 21 CE.
Patience and persistence prevailed, and Gaul was effectively a
part of Rome, without any major insurgency, until Roman inattention left it to shape a new identity under the Franks in the fifth century CE. This great and surprising fact is a measure of Caesar’s success. His decision not to punish the Arverni and the Haedui after
Vercingetorix undoubtedly helped: he could have been short-sighted
and vindictive, but for all the blood that was shed at his behest,
Caesar always knew that generosity was a powerful weapon as
well. The settlement Caesar imposed was sufficiently generous and
sufficiently respectful of the existing powers in Gaul to be apt for
stability.

****
A word about the mostly faceless. To be Caesar’s soldier in Gaul
was no walk in the park. There was, first of all, the walking itself,
hundreds of miles of it. Then there was the sleeping in camp facilities (at best) as a way of life. Roman camps were well designed and
executed and summer nights in Burgundy and Alsace were not all
that unpleasant, but a soldier’s life was a desirable one mainly if
grinding rural or urban poverty was your alternative. Then there
was the fighting. On average, Caesar had his forces in Gaul, or
some of them, engage the enemy half a dozen times a year, two or
three of those times in concerted pitched battles with much risk to
life and limb. Much like the American military in its recent adventures, Caesar reported huge numbers of enemy losses and few on
his own side, and given his advantages of discipline, tactics, and
weaponry, this is not implausible. But still there were wounds sustained, injuries from breaks and falls and sprains, and colleagues
to bury.
On the other hand, there were opportunities. At various points,
we see Caesar sharing the prizes of conquest with his soldiers. After
Vercingetorix’s defeat, Caesar even tells us (7.89) that he parceled
out one slave apiece to every one of his soldiers. Some of them will
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have stayed with their new owners, milling in with the traders and
other camp followers that accompanied and supported the army.
And some of those camp followers were slave-traders, happy to take
surplus human stock off a soldier’s hands for cash, to take away for
resale lucratively elsewhere. (Caesar regularly speaks of the army’s
“baggage,” the collection of necessary and personal belongings that
had to be wrangled from one place to another, a source of risk when
men in crisis thought of saving their skins first and their packs a
close second.) A Roman soldier was not so unlike a Keralese construction worker in the Persian Gulf today, enduring challenging
circumstances for the relatively sound assurance that after his service was over, he would be able to settle somewhere to farm and
marry on better terms than would ever have been possible for him
without his time in service. It was a tough life, but better than many
of the alternatives.
The Roman army was now a mainly professional force, with relative amateurs in the most senior officer ranks. The majority of the
soldiers who marched with Caesar came from his recruiting ground
in northern Italy. The legion was the largest unit he managed, made
up of cohorts; it was the cohort that gave soldiers their comrades
and their command structure. Cavalry were never as formally organized, and non-Roman soldiers, called auxiliaries, would be organized as best they could. (See “Caesar’s Implicatures” below for a
brief overview of the technicalities of the Roman army.)
And there were victims. Caesar regularly demanded that a defeated nation supply him not only with tribute but also with hostages of suitably high rank as pledges of good behavior. The curious
fact of Roman history, to which Caesar is no exception, is that
hostage-taking very, very rarely led to any harm befalling the hostages. They were humiliated and discommoded, to be sure, by degrading removal from their communities, but Caesar seems to have
parked them all in Haeduan country at the town of Noviodunum
(modern Nevers: BG 7.55) and ignored them. At the time of the
great insurrection of 52, the Haedui, Caesar’s allies and enablers
and unreliable subjects, are said (BG 7.63) to have executed the hostages there—why?
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And then there were still other victims. Observe how each year
Caesar selects places for his troops to quarter for the winter. In
doing so, he guaranteed that the communities on which he foisted
them would eat less, suffer abuse, especially for women, and endure
petty and grand assaults on their peace and dignity until spring put
the soldiers on the road again. War’s victims aren’t all found on the
battlefield.3

Barbarians and Gods
The Latin word barbarus echoes Greek βάρβαρος, supposedly onomatopoetic for the inarticulate babbling of the uncivilized. Riggsby
151–52 has cataloged its use in the BG with a surprising result. Hostile or negative use of the term is almost entirely confined to a handful of passages placed in the mouths of Gallic speakers (first: Diviciacus the Haeduan at 1.31). Indeed, the only passage in Caesar’s
narrating voice that Riggsby categorizes as similarly hostile is 4.10, a
paragraph that I have for other reasons deleted as a likely later interpolation. For Caesar in the remainder of the work, the word is a
neutral descriptor for people living far from the benefits of civilization—often Germans.
Caesar consistently refers to each named Gallic people as a civitas, which modern translators often render as “tribe,” a word whose
English resonance is one or two steps culturally lower than civitas.
Its root in civis, “citizen,” the abstract civitas denotes a body of citizens and becomes in modern languages the primary word for an
urban community: città, cité, ciudad, city. With the best recent translators I regularly use “nation,” offering the same merited respect
that is now shown to native American peoples.4 Caesar’s Gaul, on
his own showing, is a civilized place.
3
The almost completely invisible place of women in the Gallic War rarely earns
even a footnote. No woman is named in its pages, though one paragraph mentions
marriage politics. For the rest, women are seen in numbers beseeching, grieving,
and/or being slaughtered.
4
As best I can tell, naming Gallic and native American communities “tribes”
goes back no further than the nineteenth century.
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Caesar’s landscapes are singularly lacking in divine presence. In
the sixth commentary, his account of Gallic customs makes frequent reference to their gods in comparison to Roman deities, but
apart from that the pickings are slim. I count half a dozen incidental
mentions of gods and religion in action and the closest thing to a
religious action is the prayer of a dauntless standard-bearer of the
tenth legion about to leap into the waves and wade ashore in Britain.
Whatever Caesar’s own views and practices (as pontifex maximus: see
below), his soldiers assuredly invoked divine protection and support
however they could—as did his enemies. We hear nothing of that.

Caesar
Who was Caesar? He told us himself, in a speech he gave for an
aunt’s funeral in 69 BCE, when he was a pushing young man on the
make from a has-been family.
My aunt Julia’s family on the mother’s side went back to the
kings, on the father’s side to the gods. Her own mother was of
the Marcius Rex family that began with Ancus Marcius [ fourth
of the seven kings of Rome in the legendary age 753–509 BCE],
while the Julii, our family, sprang from the goddess Venus. The
family is marked by the holiness of the kings, who were rulers
among men, and reverence toward the gods, by whom even
kings are ruled.5
Kings and gods—not bad ancestry. The claims of course are
humbug. But Caesar became Rome’s highest priest in 63 BCE, was
nearly a king when he died, and was venerated as a god thereafter.
To be sure, Caesar’s Julii were an old family of the good sort,
faded away into mere respectability. None of his real ancestors had
done anything noteworthy in a couple of hundred years. Technically
they counted as “patrician,” superior to the mere “plebeian,” but
real dignity and influence was won in other ways. There were plenty
5
Suetonius, Julius 6.1. Suetonius wrote Caesar’s life about 150 years after his
death. I quote him not as gospel truth, but he surely had accurate information lost to
us and at least represents a view from within the Roman establishment.
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of nobodies of good family about. Though Caesar could boast ten
consuls in his family, eight of them were no more recent than the
fifth century BCE. His chance for advancement lay in whom else he
knew and was related to. (If Cicero was the quintessential “new
man” from a family that had never known power, we should think
of Caesar as new-from-recycled-materials.) That had to do with how
the world had changed in his time.
As late as the time of the Scipios and the Gracchi in the second
century BCE, prominent leaders could emerge from the pack of oligarchs at Rome and make spectacular careers or meet violent ends,
but short terms of office and constitutional checks and balances ensured a reversion to norm after meteors flared. Two new consuls
were elected every year, from a group of families small enough to be
envied but large enough to be at odds with each other as often as
not. It was only with the rise of the great general Marius (consul,
fabulously and unprecedentedly, seven times, between 107 and 86
BCE) that we see the future start to emerge.
That future depended on individual leaders who secured their
own power outside the ordinary channels and sustained themselves
on the public stage for decades, sometimes even living to retire
sumptuously. Marius created this type when he reinvented the
Roman army. No longer would it suffice to have prosperous citizens
enter the military for limited terms—Rome’s ambitions needed
more army than that and more “sword fodder” who could easily be
squandered in battle.6 Marius let anyone serve and be paid, as long
as he was a citizen, and this made for armies big enough for a Rome
with imperial reach. Marius won wars in Africa and, tellingly for
Caesar’s future, in Gaul, then stepped aside as virtual civil war followed in the 90s, returning for his last consulship in 86 in the midst
of real civil war between himself and the next claimant to a glorious
future, the dictator Sulla.

6
Drew Faust, The Republic of Suffering (2008), recounts how expendable ordinary
American soldiers were up to the time of the Civil War, when they began to earn the
dignity of individual burial and tombstones; as late as World War II, this American
respect for mere soldiers baffled Soviet generals still lacking such scruples.
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Sulla advanced Marius’ strategy for self-aggrandizement by inventing the practice of offering his troops the prospect of land ownership (most of them now were too poor to own anything) if they
served him long enough and well enough. A Roman general who
returned successfully from war was acclaimed with the title imperator. From Sulla forward, imperatores mattered increasingly more
than consuls.
Sulla was a ruthless brute, who survived Marius (who died of
natural causes in 86) and through a spectacularly bloody reign of
terror forced Rome into a new political and social normalcy. Then he
retired after his second consulship in 80, dying two years later and
leaving the senators in the city to take their turns in the consulship
and make their hash of things.
Caesar was born in 102 or 100 BCE, just as Marius was completing his series of victories over the Teutones and Cimbri. He began
thinking of public life in the age of speciously restored republicanism after Sulla. When barely of an age to wear the toga of manhood,
he was marked by ambition. People spoke of him as a candidate for
the prestigious priesthood of Jupiter called flamen dialis in perhaps
84–83 BCE. He made a patrician marriage to Cornelia, the daughter
of the consul Cinna, but Sulla, at the peak of his power, did not like
the family alliance and ordered a divorce. Caesar bravely and dangerously refused and had to light out for the territories—in this
case, Sabine mountain country east of Rome, where he contracted
malaria while hiding out but survived, and survived again by buying
off bounty hunters with cash. On pleas from the college of Vestal
Virgins and distinguished relatives who would soon hold the consulate, Sulla forgave Caesar. In after years he was conveniently said
to have said that there were a lot of Mariuses in that boy.
The 70s and 60s BCE were a time when Rome was not so much
stable as stunned, its politicians unimaginative and mainly inert.
The next generalissimo was making his way forward in the person
of Pompey, but it took him till the year 70 to attain consulship at age
36 (even that was precocious). Caesar’s military career began then,
as a junior officer in several of the campaigns of the time, perhaps
even the war against Spartacus and his rebellious fellow slaves in
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Italy. He won the “civic crown” awarded for saving a citizen’s life
fighting on enemy ground. (The crown was an oak leaf assemblage
and this may have been the first time when Caesar noticed that such
distinctively honorable headgear offered a good cover for the thinning hair about which he was said to be hypersensitive.) The great
story told from those days was how he was captured by pirates and
ransomed by family, then raised a force to go after the pirates. When
he captured them, he was kind enough to order their throats slit
before having them crucified.
Caesar also spent some of the decade on military service in
Roman police actions in the near east, and he passed some time
with king Nicomedes in Bithynia—mainland Anatolia a little east of
what would become Constantinople, rather the frontier of Roman
reach in those days but a perfectly civilized place to be a king’s guest.
That visit spawned rumors that the king had been smitten with the
young Roman and made him his sexual favorite. Thirty years later,
Roman soldiers marching in Caesar’s great triumph in 46 BCE
would sing bawdy songs about his time with Nicomedes, but they
also sang with cruel envy of the enthusiasm with which he spread
his attentions among the women of Gaul, a topic unmentioned in
these commentaries.
Caesar’s own military achievements at this stage, though, were
no more grandly important than the “whaling voyage by one Ishmael” that inserts itself among the headlines in opening chapter of
Moby-Dick. The great news of the decade was the final settling of the
hash of king Mithridates of Pontus, the “poison king” who proved to
be Rome’s last great adversary in the extension of empire. Pompey’s
greatness was secured by defeating him in 66, though Mithridates
escaped and remained a marginal force to reckon with until he lost
his last battle on a Crimean promontory in 63. With his defeat, the
income from Rome’s provinces was doubled. Perhaps six years Caesar’s senior, Pompey would now have the presumptive right of
greatest precedence until Caesar could build an army and make
some money. It’s important to realize that in Pompey’s decade and
a half Caesar was always the rising star. He never had any military
achievement to match that of Pompey, not even his defeat of Ver
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cingetorix in 52—a defeat the book you are about to read rather
magnifies, undoubtedly to ensure that Caesar’s greatness would
equal Pompey’s. (Their other rival, Crassus, was sure he could make
his name with vast conquest on the eastern frontier—and so that is
where he died.)
Caesar’s speech about his sainted aunt Julia took place in 69 BCE.
It was important not because of kings and gods, but because of Marius, because aunt Julia had been Marius’ wife. Her funeral was a
sort of coming-out party for Marius’ followers, who had been in subdued abeyance since Sulla’s victories and Marius’ death a decade
and a half earlier. Caesar making that speech associated him not
with the hereditary patrician aristocracy but with the ambitious plebeians on the make whom Marius had exemplified.
If Caesar had genuinely useful connections, they came from his
mother’s side of the house. Her uncle had been consul a few years
before she married Caesar’s father, as her grandfather had been
consul before that. Those family connections and the remaining
partisans of Marius were the people Caesar could start with as he
made his way toward the greased pole of Roman political advancement. Caesar’s wife Cornelia had died in 69, so when back in Rome,
he married Pompey’s daughter in 67 (“hold your friends close, your
enemies closer”). Sober traditional men like the younger Cato and
the rising Cicero (from Marius’ home town, but otherwise a nobody
himself) counted on the stunned old order remaining what it was.
Not so Caesar. He was more imaginative and he took chances.
In these shabby years, the two most important bad boy might-
have-beens of Caesar’s age both came to bad ends, Catiline and Clodius. Caesar was astute enough to use them, in some ways even
support them, but to escape their fate. They roused the rabble, each
in their own way, and contributed to making “the people” a more
considerable, if volatile, force in politics. Caesar’s generosity made
them his volatile force. He served as curator of the Appian Way and
then as curule aedile in the mid-60s, spending lavishly on public
spectacles and public buildings, without worrying too much about
where the funds would come from. Caesar was always an astute
politician, a brave soldier, and a successful orator and writer, but the
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way in which he excelled every other Roman of his time and times
before was in his ability to spend money to the benefit of his reputation in the eyes of the Roman people. Now, if not before, everyone
knew who he was and paid attention.
Catiline could have been a somebody in Roman politics, but he
was headstrong and impatient. When it became clear that the way
to consulship was not opening for him, he aspired to power by other
means. Just whether and how there was a “first Catilinarian conspiracy” in 66 BCE, as some claimed, is dubious, but the allegations
Cicero made about two years later tell us at least that Catiline was
already pushing and maneuvering then. He was a candidate for
consul in 64 to serve for the year 63, campaigning on what now
seems a wild program of debt cancellation; he lost to Cicero. Cic
ero’s move to crush him in the fall of 63, ending in Catiline’s exile
and death and the military suppression of his allies, is all too famous. What Catiline really aimed at and with what plausibility may
be debated—an outright coup?—, but his fall was the making and
the unmaking of Cicero at least. Cicero was proud to have rescued
the republic and puzzled that doing so won him so many enemies—
so many that he was sent into exile five years later for having put
Roman citizens to death without due process. He returned a few
months later (we’ll follow his story while Caesar is in Gaul) and had
another fifteen years to perform the role of senior statesman, but he
was never an independent force and ended badly himself when the
triumvirs who succeeded Caesar decided he was no longer useful.
His head and hands were nailed up to public ridicule in the forum.
But Caesar, Caesar slipped through the Catilinarian moment
adroitly and unscathed. It’s hard to know exactly how he did this
because our best source, Sallust’s famous little book on Catiline,
dates from twenty years later, after Caesar and Cicero were dead,
and Sallust had axes to grind.7 What is clear is that Caesar came
closer than any other senator to supporting Catiline, speaking up, in
Cicero’s hour of histrionics, for moderation and restraint, speaking
7
The position Caesar is seen to take in Sallust is diametrically opposed to the
position his heirs the triumvirs were taking at the moment when Sallust wrote.
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against the death penalty. But by the time Cicero stood up for his
first Catilinarian oration, the fix was in and Catiline was doomed.
Caesar’s speech for moderation came after Cicero had given three of
his four great orations and is paired by Sallust at least with a counterproposal of great strictness from the ever-austere, ever-unrealistic
Cato. If that’s really how it went, Caesar could not have been happier with the chance to show himself on the side of “the people”
without having to pay a price for doing so. Some were certainly irritated by his position, but few if any were angered, and he lived to
rise further.
And Caesar had something else on his mind in 63, for that was
the year in which he seized the opportunity to put himself forward,
still not quite forty years old, for the grave and reverend office of
pontifex maximus, an office we could call “high priest” of Roman
religion were it not that the words “priest” and “religion” are both
highly misleading in such a context. “Chairman of the board of governors of Roman ritual practices” might be a better title, and it was
a job with much patronage to dispense—perfect for the man making his way by shows of generosity. Getting this job cost him a fortune in, well, bribes would be the word for it, and it was a near-run
thing. Suetonius tells us that when he left the family home for the
critical vote, he told his mother that if he came home at all that evening, he would be pontifex maximus—otherwise he would need to
go into exile. He came home. And Suetonius’ account says that
though his two opponents were much older and more distinguished,
he got more votes from their voting districts than they got from all
the voting districts together.
So the brilliant career continued. In 62, Caesar served as praetor,
departing for Spain in 61. As he was in that transition, the great
comedy of Rome’s other might-have-been, Publius Clodius, erupted.
Clodius was another crowd-pleaser with poor impulse control. In
December 62, enamored of Caesar’s wife (Pompey’s daughter), he
tricked himself out in drag and slipped into Caesar’s house during
the festival of the Good Goddess (Bona Dea), which was a ladies-only
event. A serving girl detected him and raised an alarm. This was the
opportunity for Caesar to divorce his wife with the famous remark
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that Caesar’s wife should be above suspicion. Tried for impiety but
not for adultery (which would carry a severe penalty), Clodius was
acquitted after Caesar left for Spain. Caesar never let an opportunity
slide past: now he was quit of Pompey’s daughter and Clodius was
grateful to him for not prosecuting the adultery. The upshot was that
Clodius was now willing to front for Caesar in pleasing the mob
without Caesar needing to take responsibility for Clodius’ acts.
In 60, Caesar returned to Rome mid-year for the consular elections. He prevailed, in tandem with an unsympathetic colleague,
Bibulus, and prepared for his year by coming to a meeting of the
minds with Pompey and Crassus, the only two serious rivals for
power. Ducks in a row, he moved quickly in office to make his mark,
most notably with a land law that gave state land to Pompey’s veterans, on the view that the teeming city would be better served if an
appreciable number of destitute trained killers were relocated and
put to work farming. In the end, Caesar forced through a law approving the resettlement and including the public land in Campania
that had been held by the city of Rome since Capua was destroyed in
211 during Hannibal’s war. He also made sure that Pompey’s acts in
Asia in preceding years were formally approved and he promised
recognition of the throne of king Ptolemy XII in Egypt as a faithful
Roman client. The prospective client showed his gratitude in advance with promises of a vast bribe to support Pompey and Caesar.
(By the next year, that deal frayed badly, as we shall see.) These measures were steamrolled past the other consul, Bibulus, who tried in
every way to obstruct them, then in the spring withdrew to his home
and avoided public appearances for the rest of his year. Others lay
low as well.
In March of 59, meanwhile, the deplorable Clodius requested
and received a transfer from patrician to plebeian status as a step
toward winning election as a tribune of the people in December, a
role in which he could win favor with the populace and, now, serve
Caesar’s ends. The balance of the year for Caesar was contentious,
but he got his one important prize in May: confirmation of a five-
year appointment as proconsul, that is to say, governor for the provinces of Illyricum and Gaul, with four legions and the right to ap-
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point his own legates. Gaul was much on people’s minds in 60 and
59, as when Cicero reported to Atticus8 the senate’s concern that the
Helvetians looked like trouble and would need stern preventive
measures. An arranged marriage between Pompey and Caesar’s
daughter sealed his security as he prepared to leave the city for what
would turn out to be nine years.
One gnat that needed swatting was Cicero, always concerned to
show himself to be his own man, at least until he found someone
else to curry favor with. In 59, Cicero, in a speech defending his
former co-consul Gaius Antonius on a charge of misconduct during
his governorship in Macedonia, chose to bewail some aspects of the
political situation. Or that’s how Cicero put it, while others took his
words as “a most bitter attack upon Caesar, whom he held responsible for the suit against [Antonius],” and “even went so far as to
heap abuse on him.” Whatever the facts, Cicero could claim after his
exile that it was within three hours of the speech that Clodius had
been legally adopted into a plebeian family, thereby giving him the
status he wanted.9 If we view Cicero not from his point of view but
from Caesar’s, the sequence of Caesar’s acts amounted to excellent
management—that is to say, defanging—of Cicero and his possibility for serious mischief. To believe Cicero, moreover, Caesar even
offered him a post as a legate on his staff in Gaul, with the immunity from prosecution that military service would bring. If Cicero
had gone along, there is little doubt he would have returned as Caesar’s man—a wealthy man, but not his own. (At the same moment,
Pompey was encouraging Cicero to stay and tough it out. Neither
Pompey nor Caesar cared what Cicero actually did.)
The future was adumbrated in August 59 when the German
king Ariovistus was recognized as a friend of the Roman people.
He had resettled into northern Gaul from Germany three years
before. In 58, Caesar would fight him in Gaul, unsure just how
much treacherous communication his enemies back in Rome had
Cicero Epp. Att. 1.19.2.
Cassius Dio 38.11 reports the politics; Cicero de domo 41 offers his spin. Dio’s
excellent history of Rome extends to 229 CE, and has good but not impeccable
sources.
8

9
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with their supposed ally. Was there really a plot against Pompey’s
life in the summer of 59? Who might have been behind it? Caesar?
Cicero? The man who brought the accusation was found dead in
prison. And in August 59, Clodius took office as tribune. His year
in that role significantly exacerbated the air of barely controlled
violence that marked Roman public life, but his considerable
achievement was the establishment of a program of grain
distribution for the Roman people. There would be a third of a
million people getting free bread before Caesar died.
The year ended ugly, when Clodius as tribune intervened to prevent the outgoing consul Bibulus, seeking one last moment of recrimination, from delivering a speech on his last day as consul.

****
So at the conclusion of his consulship, beneficiary of an uneasy bargain with his elders and betters Pompey and Crassus, Caesar went
off to Gaul as proconsul with a remarkable five-year mandate. His
enemies wanted him prosecuted for what he had done as consul,
but he eluded them long enough to take up command and the immunity that came with it. The threat would hang over his head and
play a part in the way his Gallic time ended.
There were several possible outcomes for a proconsul’s adventure.
The most probable was simply: nothing. Plenty of Roman senators went out to take nominal command of armies and govern provinces in those days. Their main goal was to enrich themselves with
some discreet show of military victories allowing a little plunder,
plus some less discreet milking of the locals. A governor named
Verres in Sicily just about the time Caesar was making his name
was a good example of what was possible in the line of enrichment,
but we know of it because Cicero used the hapless Verres to make
his own career by attacking the corruption in a series of speeches for
the prosecution. Verres may have gone a bit far, but one should sympathize with him a little as he went off into post-Cicero exile. Wasn’t
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it unfair to single out one among many practitioners of normal
Roman governance?
The second most probable outcome of such an assignment was
more stark: the governor would come back dead. As soon as Caesar
indicated that he would take active command and pursue an ambitious military strategy, a grisly end rose sharply in his prospects.
What was he thinking of?
The least likely outcome people would have thought of was the
one that did in fact—almost—occur. That would mean military success, plunder with enrichment, and then return to a political environment that would eat him up alive. Prosecution, jealousy, infighting, conspiracy: all perfectly normal. When Caesar’s time in Gaul
did finish, he was threatened with prosecution immediately on his
return, prosecution that should have ended his career. His rational
strategy was to safeguard his new wealth and make his way to a safe
and luxurious exile.
What Caesar actually did—win battle after battle, enrich himself
improbably, build a strong network of political allies, and return to
chase all his rivals—literally—from the city—was just too improbable to imagine. But he did it. And in doing it, he made himself the
Caesar of history. If any of the other more probable things had happened, we would remember him as a nonentity. One well-placed
arrow or axe-stroke in Gaul would have sealed his fate as a nobody.
We know him because he prevailed, and we know him so well
because he wrote about it so well.
The introduction to each commentary below will review the political and military situation of each year and the accompanying
footnotes will fill in the details. But what was it like for Caesar to go
off to fight in Gaul at this point?
He would remain in his assigned province north of the Rubicon
river for fully nine years, with his base of operations either Modena
or Ravenna. He would be in that region almost every winter, usually
to hear legal cases that had sprung up across the province.10 In the
10
He tells us explicitly he did this at the end of 58 (1.54), 57 (2.35), 55 (5.1), and 53
(6.4); he remained with the troops in Gaul for the winter of 54/53 to stabilize the mili-
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spring of each year, he would make his way up to Gaul for the year’s
campaigning, on the standard ancient practice of avoiding military
activity during the wet winter months when food supplies were limited and travel soggy and impeded. From his headquarters, four
hundred miles would take him comfortably into Gaul, a distance he
could cover in horse-drawn carriage in a few days at a pinch, but a
week perhaps was a more normal journey. If he crossed the Alps
heading northwest and came to Geneva or Lyon, it was another four
hundred miles to Normandy, the English Channel, or the Rhine—
again, another week or so of travel with some urgency. Troops, afoot,
moved much more slowly, hence his practice of positioning them as
carefully forward as he could when they went into winter quarters, a
practice that repaid his care until the ambushes of late 54.
He commanded his troops through legates and sometimes praetors who led the actual legions, while he had his own staff of secretaries around him. Montaigne, writing of Caesar, observed that the
great Albanian general of the fifteenth century Scanderbeg thought
that ten to twelve thousand men was the right size for an army—
thus a little less than three Roman legions. That professional judgment deserves respect inasmuch as Scanderbeg still had a sense for
the span of control that was possible for a general who depended on
rumor, runners, and range of vision to know what was before him
and offer timely direction.
Caesar was a general who lived and fought with his troops,
though his way of living was considerably more comfortable than
theirs. He shows us vignettes of himself engaged at some risk in
battle and Suetonius tells a particularly delightful if suspicious story
of Caesar learning that his men were being surrounded in their
camp in Germany and venturing in to take up active command by
dressing in Gallic clothes—presumably the distinctive bracae (English: “britches”) that toga-bearing Romans found so exotic.11
tary situation that had deteriorated sharply with the assaults on his camps and deaths
of his legates that year. In 52 and 51, he was back in Gaul, and at the end of 50 was
back in northern Italy monitoring the situation at Rome and preparing to make his
way back to Rome.
11
Suet. Jul. 58.1.
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Caesar kept in close touch with affairs back at his provincial
headquarters when he was in farthest Gaul, and with affairs at
Rome. Three or four secretaries or agents waited on him at all times
and we get the story that he dictated letters while on horseback,
sometimes several at once. He was always fully informed about
Roman affairs and always acting with a view to the effect on his
Roman audience, but he rarely mentions such concerns in the
commentaries.
He was in the main successful. Suetonius12 assessed his work
and saw only three real reverses that he faced in his nine years: almost losing his ships in a storm off Britain, the losses of the legates
Sabinus and Cotta and many of their troops in the ambushes of 54,
and the loss of a legion in battle at Gergovia during the great uprising of 52, followed by the great victory at Alesia that brought the insurgency of Vercingetorix to an end.
Do those successes mean he was a “great general”? If we judge a
general by the success of his troops on the battlefield—setting aside
the inevitable costs of war in blood and treasure, setting aside all the
ethical constraints that we regard as essential to civilization, and setting aside any consideration as to whether to be a “great general” it
is necessary to have met even the minimal standards of fighting a
just war—then if you force me to answer the question I will say, yes,
he was. But then I will insist you allow me to ask you how one can
be a “great general” without being at the same time a war criminal.

****
The Caesar we meet in his commentarii is a fighting machine, a general who thinks only of strategy and tactics. If you read only Caesar’s
account, you are watching a very artificial performance. In the pages
that follow, I will be at pains to present that story in a context that
lets you see Caesar the man and politician, not just the general he
wanted you to see. Inevitably, some will feel disappointed by the
deflation that results.
12

Suet. Jul. 25.
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So this is a good place to be fair, even kind, to Caesar, so as not to
mislead. It will be clear from what follows that for ambition, ruthlessness, and blood-curdling amorality, he is hard to rival. True, he
is no Hitler and no Stalin, though he did not need to be in order to
reach his goals.
But he was first of all amazingly intelligent and amazingly fortunate in his judgments. He was, for example, surprisingly learned
and sophisticated in his intellectual interests. In the midst of wartime in Gaul, he found time to write and publish a combative, original, and substantial work of scholarship, his book On Analogy,
which contributed aggressively and well to the liveliest current debates about language and culture (see below, page xxxix). In his time
as dictator, he knew enough to make calendar reform a priority and
to find the people who could do it right.13 With just one tweak since
(in 1582), seven billion people know how to, and mostly do, reckon
the month, day, and year the way he ordered. He held his own with
the philosophers and poets of a remarkably creative and exciting
time in Roman life.
But his temperament was even more astonishing. Some old
sage—Oliver Wendell Holmes Jr.?—is said to have said of Franklin
Roosevelt that he had a second-class intellect but a first-class temperament. Caesar was undoubtedly first-class on both counts. He
gambled repeatedly with his life and fortune and repeatedly won.
He knew or at least intuited what Rome needed if it was to be successful in making its way from a city-state with a regional dominion
over neighboring peoples to a stable empire with many subject populations and vast expanses of territory. We are trained to lament the
decline of old “republican” ways, but those ways had gone obsolete
fifty years and more before Caesar. A tiny oligarchy of short-term
13
He had the right to do that in his role as pontifex maximus, and the problem was
urgent and the calendar far out of whack because Caesar had spent almost two decades neglecting his pontifical duty and had failed to order insertion of the “intercalary” (“leap-year”) periods, averaging 22–23 days every other year, often enough to
keep calendar and seasons in line with each other. So for example, in the year 55 BCE
(Caesar crosses the Rhine and goes to Britain the first time) ended astronomically on
about 20 November, so the days of summer had begun shortening in early May and
the equinox fell in mid-August.
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amateur rulers could not hold together a Mediterranean-wide enterprise. If the “Roman empire” had not succeeded the late, lamented
republic, then Rome would have seen its domains wither and shrink
and collapse and would doubtless have been itself conquered by others. (My guess is that whoever ruled Alexandria in Egypt would have
won the day—as indeed almost happened at the battle of Actium in
31 BCE, between Octavian and Antony, Caesar’s heirs both of them.
Suetonius reports that Caesar himself was thought to have been
planning to move the capital to Alexandria.)
And Caesar knew, arguably, when to die. When the Ides of March
came round in 44 BCE, Caesar’s work was done. The 13 years of civil
war that followed would have disappointed but not surprised him.
He probably thought the struggle wouldn’t take that long; he probably thought Antony would prevail; but he would have been happily
surprised to see what became of the nephew he hardly knew, who
turned into Caesar Augustus. Scholars will argue this, but as he
stood on the verge of what would have been a grand, Alexander-like
expedition to the east, he was genuinely indifferent to his own future. There is something sublime and enviable about that.
But we must remember then above all that this was still a very
bad man. It’s perilously easy to fall into talking about Rome and its
fortunes as if empires are intrinsically good things when they are
demonstrably not. Once you have one, it has its uses and getting rid
of it is dangerous, no question, but the bloody, ruthless work of
making one remains inexcusable. Killing people is wrong, even on
the rare occasion when it is unavoidable. Caesar’s character comprised his learning, his courage, and his heartlessness. If a modern
therapist got him on the couch, he would have to address the paradox of voracious appetite, especially sexual and probably bisexual,
but also relentless self-discipline to the point of ascetic austerity. I
suspect his eventual diagnosis would include the word “sociopath,”
but diagnosis is inevitably comparative, and a few genuinely incomparable individuals make even diagnosis almost irrelevant.
And in the end, Caesar’s Rome prevailed. On the most conservative estimate, his consolidation saw Rome through two hundred
and fifty years of political, economic, and military success, until the
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disorder of invasions, coups, and economic collapse in the third
century. On the most generous estimate, the Mediterranean empire
he created lasted, with various upheavals, until the deposition of
the last sultan in 1922. The war whose aftermath cost the sultan his
title was remarkably rooted in national ideologies attaching themselves to Roman pedigrees. It had pitted against each other the sultan, a czar, two Kaisers (“czar” and “Kaiser” are just the word Caesar
in Slavic and German dress), a Roman king, and a British empire
whose mythology took its roots in the descendants of Aeneas, along
with the French who had spent the previous century deciding
whether to be a republic or an empire. And of course, a truly generous estimate would claim that the European Union reincarnates
Caesar’s world in its own way, even as his successor as, one might
say with tongue in cheek, senior manager of rituals, the bearer of
the title pontifex maximus, presides in the Vatican to this day.
What did Caesar really want? Cicero says Caesar always had a
couplet of Euripides’ Phoenissae in mind, which he renders roughly
“if you must break the law, break it for the sake of being a king: otherwise behave yourself.”14 What did Caesar really want?

Caesar’s Money
It was Cassius Dio (42.49) who called Caesar a money-getter (almost
“money-grubber”: χρηματοποιός) and quoted Caesar to the effect
that strong regimes needed soldiers and money, but everyone had
always known his propensity. His spending had become notably lavish in his year as aedile, when he sponsored the two great spectacles
of games and shows, the Ludi Romani and the Megalesia. One
source has him in debt by a vast amount by the beginning of 61—in
other words, he badly needed a consulship and a lucrative proconsulship. Fourteen years later, in the middle of the civil war, with all
the plunder of Gaul behind him, he was still deep in debt. But generous he had been to those who supported him and those he needed.
The only people he seems not to have been able to buy were Cato
14

De officiis 3.82, quoted already by Suet. Jul. 30.
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and his circle. Equally noticeable are the people (like Memmius, Cicero, and Curio) who had been openly hostile or at least reserved
and who turned their coats and tuned their supportive voices when
his generosity intervened. Cicero found this an embarrassment in
51/50 when, still in debt to Caesar from a loan in probably 54, he
tried to give the money back and Caesar wouldn’t have it—keeping
him on the string. And in 50 Cicero hesitated to speak up against
Caesar for fear that Caesar’s man of affairs Balbus would turn up
shortly after to call the debt at an unsustainable moment.
The best measure of Caesar’s success in all this is simple: twenty-
four legates served him as general officers in Gaul; of the twenty-
one still living during the crisis of 49, only two went with Pompey—
Titus Labienus and Quintus Cicero. Labienus was the most senior,
professional, and independent of his officers, while young Cicero
was the most political and least impressive. The rest stayed bought.
“In Gaul, he rifled the chapels and temples of the gods, which
were filled with rich offerings, and demolished cities oftener for the
sake of their spoil, than for any ill they had done.”15 He so flooded
Italy and the provinces with gold that its value in other coinage went
down some 30 percent. Suetonius also accuses him of flat-out stealing three thousand pounds of gold from the Capitoline during his
first consulship and substituting an equal weight of gilt brass. Cicero, into whose hands a fair amount of Caesarean money fell, was
censorious in his On Duties (De officiis), written a few months after
the Ides of March, saying that generosity was one thing, but distribution of ill-gotten gains had nothing generous about it.

Commentaries
Because the Latin term “commentarius” has a long later history in
English, we usually leave the word to be rendered by its cognate, but
in its time the word came closer in sense to “memorandum” or
“notebook,” in the sense of an informal document recording factual
material. Among others, generals wrote them, as reports of their
15

Suet. Jul. 54.
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activities sent home to governments and citizens. Sulla wrote
ὑπομνήματα (“memoranda”) after all his fighting was done. Pompey
had his campaigns written up for him by a Greek and by a Roman
freedman. There are several cases from minor figures of the age of
Marius. For Caesar’s time in Gaul, there were verse accounts. A poet
named Varro from Gallia Narbonensis wrote on Caesar’s war with
the Sequani, and there was perhaps another poem by one Furius
Bibaculus. Cicero said he planned one.
But all agree that Caesar’s work is unique and at least a little evasive. Presented as commentarii, his memoranda ostensibly offered
the unvarnished facts for others to embroider into epics and histories. In fact, they were immediately recognized as highly wrought
works in their own right, likely to defeat all attempts to make something more of them. Cicero said as much, praising them with some
reservations as “splendid: bare, straight, and handsome, stripped of
rhetorical ornament like an athlete of his clothes.”16 They were also
praised by Caesar’s continuator, Aulus Hirtius, in the preface to his
appended account of the years 51–50 (the eighth commentary here).
On the other hand, the historian (and sometime general) Asinius
Pollio, a follower of Caesar a generation younger, thought they were
neither careful nor truthful enough, accusing Caesar of too readily
believing others’ accounts of events he had not witnessed and of
writing of his own deeds in a way that fell short of accuracy, hinting
at deliberate misrepresentation.17
The least that must be said is that the commentarii are highly selective and narrowly focused. They account for military events only;
they account for them in an almost entirely sequential narrative,
with neither retrospect nor foreshadowing to fill in a story, beyond
occasional “as he learned from captives . . .” remarks. They include
digressive chapters on the local mores and customs of Gauls and
Germans, containing some accurate material but also some embroidery added later by Caesar or others. At the same time, they give
little flavor of the military life and little of military logistics. Forag16
17

Cicero, Brutus 262, written in 46; here trans. T. P. Wiseman.
Suet. Jul. 56.4.
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ing to feed animals and troops will be noticed, but not other acquisition of supplies (at 3.5 his troops are running out of throwing weapons: how did they resupply?). We get no sense of the size of the
unmilitary band of camp followers (blacksmiths, clothiers, whores),
none of any modes of transport save shank’s mare, nothing of sanitation, disease, sex, or commercial and other relations with the “natives.” The consequent austerity of the narrative is striking.
The most famous feature of the book, of course, is the third-
person narrative.18 Despite a handful of exceptions, the narrating
Caesar and the acting Caesar are rigidly kept apart. It’s only speculation to say that this was meant to facilitate a Caesar-centric reading
back home, in public readings designed to keep the heroic author’s
name on the reading slave’s lips at every turn. The success of the
rhetorical move is that it never becomes wearying or artificial.
Almost as important but generally unremarked is his management of time. His narrative runs smoothly along from event to event
in a timeless present. His past tenses often indeed shift into what
we call the “historical present” for a more vivid sense of presence.19
So the narrative has no future—no anticipation of his plans beyond
the tactics of a single battle, no hint of future events that at the time
of writing he already certainly knew. We are meant to feel that we
are there in Gaul, with the troops, amid the events of the moment,
as blind to the future as the army was.
So when were they written? Scholarly wars on the scale of Caesar
and the Nervii can be fought over this subject. There are partisans
for annual publication and for all-at-once production. Either Caesar
18
Caesar names himself about 380 times in the seven commentaries he wrote,
about once every 125 words. Hirtius needs to use the name and uses it slightly more
frequently, about once every 100 words.
19
E.g., “I see this student reading my book and I say to her, how are you liking it,
and she says, not bad but I wish I could figure out what he really thinks about Caesar,
and so I leave her there and come back here to write down what she said.” Caesar’s
frequency of employment of the device goes up sharply in the last three commentaries he wrote (5, 6, 7), peaking in the tense and dramatic episode of 6.36–41, where
Quintus Cicero’s troops are trapped and endangered. Caesar clearly wanted to do
this, and so I have let him. Most translators render him almost entirely into the past
tense.
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sat in winter quarters each year, writing up the last year and sending
the result on to Rome for public consumption (except that he did the
fifth and sixth commentaries together at the end of 53 BCE, not having dared to try during the bad winter of 54–53 after the gruesome
attacks on his camps) or he wrote up the whole account, perhaps
using his earlier reports to the senate, in the winter of 52–51, after
Vercingetorix had been defeated and captured. Argument can be
made both ways, with various qualifications. (The annual composition school is likely to admit that some retouching was possible
when the seven Caesarean commentarii were joined up, while the
all-at-once partisans allow for some variation dependent on the original individual annual reports.) What is remarkable, however, is
how equably the work accepts both hypotheses. There are only a
very few inconsistencies (in 2.28, he tells us he destroyed the Nervii
utterly, while in 5.49 he finds himself facing 60,000 soldiers in
the Nervii homeland), evidence, however we conclude, of a stern
self-discipline.20
For purposes of this translation, I have chosen to privilege my
own partisan position on this question and assume annual production. That assumption underlies what I say, but also the way in
which I present the work. Each year’s commentarius is presented
with a prefatory essay designed to put the reader in the position of a
Roman citizen at the time of the events recounted. Each essay outlines the events of the year to come, both at Rome and in Gaul, so
the reader can read it as a Roman at the end of that year might have
heard it. These introductions will help keep close to the forefront of
the reader’s mind the things that were in Caesar’s mind that he
doesn’t talk about. As will be clear, his actions in Gaul were strongly
influenced by the political requisites for enhancing his position
back home—so I think I can add at least one reason to the ones he
gives for going to Germany and Britain in 55, for example. Readers
of the all-at-once school may still be grateful to me for the story I am
thus enabled to tell.
20
In favor of annual production, we observe besides the increase of the historical
present that the amount of quoted direct speech grows from book to book and there
are more words found only once in Caesar’s writings in the later books.
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The quality of the work is less surprising when we consider the
variety, nature, and sophistication of Caesar’s other works. We already mentioned the de analogia, On Analogy, in two books. We believe that he wrote that work in the spring of 54,21 between the summers of his campaigns in Britain, and we take it to be a rejoinder to
Cicero’s de oratore (On the Orator), which was finished in November
55. Think of the elaborateness of Cicero’s prose and the conciseness
of Caesar’s and you can surmise something of the differences between them at a theoretical level, differences Caesar set out to
heighten. His book is dedicated, to be sure, to Cicero, and the rejoinder is therefore friendly if firm. (The dedication, which Cicero
carefully quotes,22 is mildly ambivalent—praising Cicero for being
the great innovator of brilliant speaking while claiming with false
modesty a place for “easy and everyday speech”—for all that Caesar’s own carefully crafted prose gets its simplicity and lucidity by
being anything but easy and everyday in character.) A later writer
and friend of an emperor, the African sophist Fronto, described
Caesar as writing while weapons flew about him—surely an exaggeration, but a way of suggesting that the de analogia was remarkable nonetheless.

Caesar’s Implicatures
Rather than embed verbose explanations in the translation, I will
supply keys here to Caesar’s commonest shorthand language about
places and armies and the things they do, keys to explain things his
contemporaries knew perfectly well.
When Caesar speaks of the land he travels over, he will mention
Illyricum (the east coast of the Adriatic roughly matching former
Yugoslavia, down from Trieste to Albania), Cisalpine Gaul (“Gaul
this side the Alps,” what we might call Lombardy or northern
Italy), and “the province” (Rome’s established territory in southeastern Gaul—whence the name “Provence”). Those territories were his
21
Suetonius Jul. 56.5 says he wrote it while going from Cisalpine Gaul back to
Transalpine in the spring.
22
Brutus 253.
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a ssignment as proconsul. But he also speaks when in Gaul of “Italy,”
by which he always means the same thing as Cisalpine Gaul; Hirtius in the eighth commentary speaks of “Gaul of the togas,” meaning the same territory again, land where there were Roman citizens
to wear the distinctive garment.
Caesar marched through these lands during the six or so warmer,
drier months of the year, taking his troops into winter quarters
when the weather deteriorated and the days shortened. (October to
April, especially October and November, are the wet months at
Rome, for example, and ancient armies marched and slept poorly
on muddy roads and wet ground.) His months were roughly our
months, but the kalends marked the first of the month and the ides
fell about halfway through (in March, July, October, May, corresponding to our 15th of the month, otherwise the 13th). Daylight
was divided into twelve hours year-round, nighttime likewise. That
meant that the length of an hour shortened in winter, lengthened in
summer. The sixth hour fell at noon.23 Night maneuvers were rare
and risky.
The fundamental army unit was the legion, of about 4,500 soldiers. A legion was divided into ten cohorts, each of which in turn
was divided into six centuries of about eighty men. Centurions
were the lowest-ranking leaders, but the “first spear” was the senior centurion in the legion, an important rank for which brave
men competed. The legion as a whole was commanded by a legate
or, slightly lower ranking, a quaestor. Other mid-rank officers included tribunes and prefects. All those men were citizens. The
armed force was supplemented by cavalry units with their own
prefects and by “auxiliaries”—non-citizen forces accompanying
the legions, not so highly trained or disciplined—but archery was
generally supplied by the auxiliaries. Caesar mentions all these
people, but not the train of followers, hangers-on, and profiteers
who were drawn to armies like his. They were not his concern, but
they presumably prospered when the army succeeded and ran for
23
The accordionization of hours was less noticeable at Rome, where a summer
daylight hour would be about 1:15 long and a winter hour 0:45; by contrast at London
the spread is 1:25/0:35 and winter daylight in the fog runs from just after 8:00 a.m. to
just before 4:00 p.m.
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their lives when the army failed, blending into the scenery as persuasively as possible.
The normal equipment of a soldier was whatever armor was possible (helmet and breastplate at least), a shield, a spear, and a sword.
If there were such a thing as a normal battle, advancing soldiers
threw their spears to disrupt the enemy’s formation, then charged
with swords, hacking, stabbing, and chopping as best they could.
Weapons others had dropped were seized to reuse often enough.
But when the army found itself facing a walled town, other tools
were needed and the Romans were masters of the technology.
(Though at one point we do hear of a Gallic nation that fought the
Romans often enough to learn from their techniques.) To approach
a wall in safety, soldiers would form a “tortoise” by a horizontal arrangement of shields locked together to create the equivalent of an
amphibian’s shell, under which men could advance. Slightly more
elaborate and less portable/mobile were “sheds,” good to build at
the foot of a town’s walls to provide protection for tunneling or—a
favorite technique—building a ramp to lessen the height advantage
of the wall or even reach to its top. Protected small towers, atop a
wall or facing it, also gave protection. Other hardware was available,
like grappling hooks. Sometimes Caesar speaks of “hurdles,” meaning in this case a wood or wicker frame that could be deployed to
make marshy ground walkable or propped and advanced for various
defensive uses.
When an army had been very successful, its general was voted a
“supplication” back at Rome, lasting a certain number of days. Originally and notionally a day for religious observances of thanksgiving,
it had become by Caesar’s time at least as much a holiday. Pompey
was the first general to be voted a supplication lasting as long as ten
days, Caesar the first to be awarded twenty. In after times, the number inflated further to keep pace with commanders’ egos.

Translation
Caesar’s book is a favorite of war buffs, and rightly so. The greatest
of them was Napoleon III, who “wrote” a two-volume biography in
1865 drawing heavily on the researches of Colonel Eugène Stoffel,
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who scoured the battlefields and mapped the mappable. Editions
since are generally full of maps of fragments of Gaul with the bars
and arrows of military units and maneuvers. The great bridge over
the Rhine in the fourth commentary generally gets a special page or
two of diagrams. Translation follows suit, carefully adjusting to the
topography and making all things clear. The reader of such a handsome and well-illustrated translation runs a grave risk of being misled into thinking the work a transparent objective account of a determinate and complete set of historical events surrounding Caesar’s
time in Gaul. One of my main purposes in this translation is to
avoid leading the reader into such error.
So here are a few assumptions. Caesar’s audience did not know
the geography of Gaul in any meaningful way. It had no access to
anything we would call maps. No one other than Caesar and his legates had walked the battlefields and knew how they lay or even
where they were.
I will go further. Caesar did not set out to write lucid, comprehensive, accurate battle reports. He did not mind being accurate and
indeed seems generally so, and he is even sometimes fairly comprehensive. But his purpose was to tell a good story, his story, his way,
and to do so in a distinctive and peculiarly potent style. The modern
reader who wants to know just where on the hillside at Alesia the
ramparts were located is doing Caesar a disservice and missing his
point.
I do provide an orienting map and links to some other geographic
help, but I draw the line at providing a picture of a bridge that probably couldn’t actually have been built the way he says it was and
manage to stay erect. My translation, moreover, seeks to be equally
helpful to Caesar and to the reader. I think I help Caesar when I
translate what he actually said and translate it in a way that brings
over into English the force, effectiveness, and conciseness of what
he said. Caesar was never chatty or helpful, and I’ve tried to emulate
him. A measure of that success is possible.
The modern translations of Caesar’s De bello Gallico that I have
examined regularly use between 1.5 and 2 English words (and sometimes more) of translation for every 1 word of Caesar’s Latin. Wortreich, Weitschweifig (“word-rich, far-wandering,” i.e., prolix) the GerFor general queries, contact webmaster@press.princeton.edu
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mans would say.24 My translation comes in at 1.247, or 15–40 percent
below average. Translating that way can become a bit of a game, but
I think it gave me a useful discipline. Have I really captured him in
the fewest words possible? (An earlier draft had him down to 1.19. It
has oozed a couple of thousand words longer in the name of accuracy and clarity.)
I have had a ghostly colleague in all this whom I must praise,
gone though he is these hundred years. Heinrich Meusel (1844–
1916) was a butcher’s son who took his doctorate at Halle and became a Gymnasium-teacher in Berlin, Kreuzberg, and Cologne. His
substantial scholarly achievement reached its peak in the construction of his Lexicon Caesarianum and in the thorough revisions he
made to the standard commentaries on Caesar’s works (both had
been begun by Friedrich Kraner and revised by Wilhelm Dittenberger). Meusel has his quirks, but he is Caesar’s closest reader and
cares deeply about what the words mean and how they mean it.
When I came to work on Hirtius’ eighth commentary, where Caesar’s lucidity gives way to something the consistency of mud, it was
a pleasure to have Meusel’s spluttering companionship in figuring
out what Hirtius was doing. Ungeschickt (“clumsy”) was Meusel’s
favorite word for Hirtius’ style. In one way I follow Meusel more
than is the fashion now, in accepting his identification and deletion
of passages helpfully interpolated into Caesar’s text, to make explicit
or clarify what he said, especially in matters of geography. Meusel
has persuaded me that such passages are often geographically inaccurate and grammatically or at least stylistically un-Caesarean. (I
identify the deletions of more than a few words in my notes.) If I
have erred in following him, it is with the purpose of letting the taut
and clear prose of Caesar keep up its relentless pace.
I have used Caesar’s Latin names wherever possible for places
and people, but let Mark Antony have his familiar Anglicized
spelling.
24
Full disclosure and perhaps not uninteresting. English uses more words to
say the same thing than Latin, but our words are shorter on average (think of a/an/
the), so if I let my computer count not words but characters, my translation is actually a little shorter than Caesar’s Latin, 367,000 characters to 375,000, a saving of
about 2%.
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Map of Gaul
The wonderfully helpful modern maps that scholars have drawn
over the last two centuries create a world nothing like the one Caesar and his contemporaries could have known. This map is intentionally drawn to approximate the knowledge that a Roman reader
might have or have drawn from reading Caesar. It is still much too
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accurate for its purpose, showing the land masses, mountains, rivers, and seas as accurately as moderns know how to represent them.
To make a mental adjustment for that, remember perhaps that the
ancients believed that if you proceeded from Gaul to Britain to Ireland, the next land west to which you came was Spain. The best
place to go further for a collection of online maps specific to Caesar
is the splendid Dickinson College Commentaries site created by
Professor Christopher Francese; the Caesar-in-Gaul maps page
there is http://dcc.dickinson.edu/subjects/gallic-war-maps. The
reader who wishes to explore the spaces and places of this book in
more detail can also go to https://drive.google.com/open?id=1uSO
QsaxXjm4BXxTUlzAJZv5JW4Fokug_&usp=sharing or, more compendiously for the same thing, https://tinyurl.com/y8mgfp5g. On
that map, I have marked with push pins every ancient place named
in this volume with at least short explanatory notes. The map is
searchable using either ancient or modern place names.
The best comprehensive atlas of the classical world is R. J. Talbert, ed., The Barrington Atlas of the Greek and Roman World (Prince
ton University Press, 2001).
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